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Abstract We present a novel method to approximate me-
dial axis points given a set of points sampled from a surface
and the normal vectors to the surface at those points. For
each sample point, we find its maximal tangent ball contain-
ing no other sample points, by iteratively reducing its radius
using nearest neighbor queries. We prove that the center of
the ball constructed by our algorithm converges to a true
medial axis point as the sampling density increases to in-
finity. We also propose a simple heuristic to handle noisy
samples. By simple extensions, our method is applied to
medial axis point simplification, local feature size estima-
tion and feature-sensitive point decimation. Our algorithm
is simple, easy to implement, and suitable for parallel com-
putation using GPU because the iteration process for each
sample point runs independently. Experimental results show
that our method is efficient both in time and in space.

Keywords Medial axis · Nearest neighbor · GPU

1 Introduction

The medial axis is a lower dimensional representation of ob-
jects defined by the locus of the maximal balls tangent to
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the object surface at two or more points. It was first pro-
posed by Blum [7], and since then, it has been used for vari-
ous areas of application including mesh generation [34, 35],
image processing and computer vision [29, 30], solid mod-
eling [22], and motion planning [21, 41]. However, the ex-
act computation of the medial axis of a 3D object is expen-
sive even for simple polyhedra [13]—the number of sheets,
seams, and junctions is Ω(n2), and it may take several hours
for the meshes with hundreds of faces. Thus, there has been
much research focused on efficient medial axis approxima-
tions for various types of input models [2, 16, 17].

In this paper, we propose a new method to produce ap-
proximate medial axis points given a set of surface samples
and their corresponding normal vectors. For each sample
point and surface normal, we obtain a maximal tangent ball
containing no other sample points, by iteratively reducing
its radius using nearest neighbor (NN) queries. We achieve
superior efficiency in both time and space by fully utiliz-
ing the normals to reduce the search domain of the query
point during each iteration. For further time efficiency, we
propose a parallel version of our algorithm using the GPU.
We show the convergence of our result to a true medial axis
point as the sampling density increases to infinity for smooth
and closed surfaces. Experiments show that our algorithm is
efficient in both time and space for complex models with
millions of sample points. We present simple heuristics for
noise handling and medial axis point simplification. Exten-
sions of our method for local feature size estimation and
feature-sensitive point decimation are also given.

The advantages of our algorithm can be summarized as
follows.

– Simplicity: It is a simple refinement technique using NN
queries by iteratively reducing approximate medial balls
until they become maximal and empty.
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– Storage-efficiency: There is no need for additional data
other than a simple search structure to perform NN
queries, which is storage-efficient.

– Parallelism: The iteration process of each sample point
runs completely independently, so it can easily be ex-
tended to a parallel algorithm using the GPU.

One of the limitations of our method is that it requires
the surface normal for each sample point. However, surface
normal information is available in many cases such as laser
range scanner data, polygonal meshes, implicit surfaces, and
subdivision surfaces. Even when surface normals are not
given, it is possible to approximate them using known meth-
ods, as in [25, 45]. For surfaces with sharp corners, bound-
aries, or holes, the surface normal is not well-defined. How-
ever, experimental results show that our method produces
visually convincing output even for those cases using ap-
proximated normals (see Fig. 4).

Another limitation is that the output is a set of balls that
is not connected. Thus, we lack the topological information
of medial axis. However, our method is still useful and effi-
cient for applications where a sampling of the medial axis is
sufficient such as motion planning [12, 24], feature extrac-
tion [14], and mesh segmentation [33].

2 Related work

Ever since Blum first proposed the medial axis [7], it has
been studied widely in many disciplines. The computation
of the medial axis itself has been the topic of numerous
works, so we will briefly review some of the works that are
most closely related to ours. More information on various
topics regarding the medial axis can be found in [4, 10, 38,
42].

One traditional approach for computing the medial axis
is tracing [32, 37]. Starting from a junction point, a tracing
method recursively traces seams until all parts of the medial
axis have been traced. Culver et al. [13] suggested a trac-
ing algorithm to compute the exact medial axis of a poly-
hedron using a spatial subdivision technique. Choset [12]
and Holleman [24] applied this idea to sensor-based motion
planning and probabilistic roadmap, respectively.

Instead of tracing the medial axis in the continuous do-
main, space subdivision strategies have also been adopted to
approximate the medial axis [18, 26, 28] to a certain resolu-
tion by representing free space as either fixed-sized voxels
or octree. Vleugels and Overmars [40] recursively subdivide
a region containing part of the medial axis until it reaches the
minimum size. Hoff et al. [23] proposed a voxel-based tech-
nique to approximate the medial axis using graphics hard-
ware. Foskey et al. [19] combined the advantages of [40]
and [23] to compute a simplified medial axis by recursively
dividing the voxels using hardware.

Voronoi diagrams have also been widely used to approx-
imate the medial axis of unorganized point clouds [5, 34].
Amenta et al. [2] extracted a Voronoi vertex for each sample
point, called a pole, and connected the poles to approximate
the medial axis by the weighted Delaunay triangulation. For
smooth surfaces, they proved that the set of poles converges
to the medial axis as the sampling density increases to in-
finity although there is no guarantee that for every point on
the medial axis, there is a pole converging to that point. Dey
and Zhao [15, 16] proposed a method for approximating the
medial axis using a set of Voronoi faces rather than Voronoi
vertices.

There have also been proposals for extracting the medial
axis by point sampling from the interior of the object. Yang
et al. [44] uniformly sampled the boundary of the maximal
sphere, and found the points on the medial axis using the
direction vectors of the sample points. Wilmarth et al. [41]
approximated the medial axis points for motion planning by
iteratively translating each sample point away from its clos-
est neighbor. They adopted an iterative NN approach similar
to ours, but their algorithm is slow even for small numbers
of sample points.

Shapira et al. [33] introduced the shape diameter func-
tion for mesh segmentation and skeletonization for articu-
lated models. They shoot several rays within a cone cen-
tered around its inward normal, and defined the shape diam-
eter function by the average distance to the first intersection
point, which roughly approximates the diameters of the me-
dial balls. However, their method requires an input mesh and
cannot be applied to point clouds.

Leymarie and Kimia [27] proposed a method for comput-
ing the medial scaffold for unorganized point clouds, which
is a 3D graph representing both the geometry and the topol-
ogy of a medial axis. Starting from a special subset of me-
dial points, called shock sources, they constructed the me-
dial axis iteratively by finding new valid shocks. Recently,
Chang and Kimia [8] suggested the regularization method as
an extension of the medial scaffold, which can be used for
shape analysis and matching. The medial scaffold method
adopts proximity queries like ours to rule out pairs of gen-
erators that do not contribute to make valid shock sources.
However, it uses the NN-query only as an initialization for
further iterations to find new shocks.

Space subdivision techniques are generally fast up to a
certain level of resolution, but both the speed and the accu-
racy of algorithms are highly dependent on the voxel size.
On the other hand, methods running on a continuous do-
main, such as Voronoi-based or tracing methods, are free
from discretization errors but require computation-intensive
heavy operations, such as 3D Voronoi diagram computation
or critical point extraction, during the traversal of the me-
dial axis. Our method is different from either of these—it
runs on a continuous but restricted domain (a straight line)
guided by the surface normal.
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Fig. 1 (a) p̃i (red dot) is the closest sample point to ci
p . Bi+1

p is the

ball tangent to S at p and has p̃i on its boundary by our construction.
(b) ci+1

p (blue circle) is the intersection point of Lp and the perpen-

dicular bisector of pp̃i . (c) After the iteration process for p, the initial
ball for the next sample q (red circle) has both q and p̃ on its boundary

3 Algorithm

Let V and N denote the sets of the sample points on the
original surface S and that of their corresponding normal
vectors, respectively. We represent a ball with center a and
radius β by B(a,β). A ball B is empty with respect to S

(respectively, V ) if the interior of B contains no point of S

(respectively, V ). Maximal empty balls with respect to S are
called medial balls. The medial axis of S is the set of the
centers of the medial balls. In other words, it is the set of
points that are equally close to two or more closest points
on S. For a solid 3D object S with its boundary S, the union
of medial balls can reconstruct S, and the medial axis is a
deformation retract of S when S is C2-continuous [36, 42,
43]. These properties act as theoretical bases of medial axis
approximation methods including ours.

Although the medial axis is well defined on open sur-
faces or on the exteriors of closed surfaces, we focus on
computing interior medial axis points for a compact descrip-
tion of our algorithm. Thus, in this section, we assume that
S is closed and that N is consistently oriented outward. Our
algorithm can be easily extended for open surfaces and for
exterior medial axis by running our algorithm twice, once
in each direction, without considering the orientations of the
normal vectors.

3.1 Iterative refinement

Suppose that there is a medial ball that intersects the surface
at x ∈ S. Because it is tangent to S at x by definition, the
vector from its center to x has exactly the same direction as
the normal vector at x. Based on this observation, we ap-
proximate the medial ball of a sample point p ∈ V as the
maximal empty ball whose center is on Lp , the line through
p along the direction of the normal vector np at p. Note here
that the ball is empty with respect to the sample points V but
not necessarily empty with respect to the surface S.

Given a sample point p, our goal is to find an approxi-
mate medial ball Bp = B(cp,ρp) tangent to S at p. Because
the domain of cp is restricted to Lp , a sphere is uniquely de-
fined by a point on its boundary other than p. Thus, our goal
is equivalent to finding the other sample point p̃ ∈ V, p̃ �= p

on the boundary of Bp such that Bp maximal empty ball
with respect to V .

We find Bp by decreasing its radius iteratively (see
Fig. 1(a),(b)). An initial radius ρinit of the ball is given by
a sufficiently large number—for example, we can choose
any random point q ∈ V − {p}, and set the initial ball such
that both p and q lie on its boundary. Whether the ball is
maximal or not can be determined by the nearest neighbor
query. Given a query point ci

p , where i ≥ 0 denotes the ith
iteration step, the ball Bi

p is maximal if the distance to the
closest sample point p̃i from ci

p equals the radius of the ball
ρi

p = d(p, ci
p). When this maximality test fails, we adjust

the radius ρi
p so that both p and p̃i lie on the boundary of

the ball. The radius in the next step is

ρi+1
p = d(p, p̃i)

2 cos θi
p

, (1)

where θi
p is the smaller angle between np and the vector

from p̃i to p (see Fig. 1(b)). Equation (1) can be verified by
the following argument:

d(p, p̃i) = 2d
(
p, ci+1

p

)
cos θi

p = 2ρi+1
p cos θi

p. (2)

Although Equation (1) is derived in two dimensions, it
also holds for our problem—we can cut a 3D ball by the
plane defined by Lp and p̃ to obtain a 2D circle as in
Fig. 1(b). This algorithm always halts because ρi decreases
monotonically during the iteration, and ρi cannot become
arbitrarily small because it must have at least two points on
its boundary for every i > 0. Thus, our algorithm eventually
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procedure COMPUTE_MA_POINT(V,N )
1. for each p ∈ V do
2. // Initialization
3. i ← −1
4. if p is the first element
5. p̃i ← a randomly chosen point, p̃i ∈ V − {p}
6. ρinit ← COMPUTE_RADIUS(p, p̃i )
7. endif
8. ρ0

p ← ρinit
9.
10. // Iterative refinement (Sect. 3.1)
11. repeat
12. i ← i + 1
13. ci

p ← p − ρi
pnp

14. p̃i ← the closest point from ci
p , p̃i ∈ V − {p}

15. ρi+1
p ← COMPUTE_RADIUS(p, p̃i )

16. until ρi
p = ρi+1

p

17. cp ← ci
p , ρp ← ρi

p , p̃ ← p̃i

18.
19. // Initial radius estimation (Sect. 3.2)
20. if p is not the last element
21. q ← the next sample in V

22. ρinit ← COMPUTE_RADIUS(q, p̃)
23. endif
24. endfor
25. return {cp}, {ρp}

procedure COMPUTE_RADIUS(p, p̃)

26. θ = arccos
np ·(p−p̃)

d(p,p̃)

27. ρ = d(p,p̃)
2 cos θp

28. return ρ

Fig. 2 Pseudo-code of our algorithm

produces a set M of centers of maximal empty balls with
respect to V .

Figure 2 shows a detailed description of our algorithm in
pseudo-code.

3.2 Initial radius estimation

Our algorithm works well even if we use a ball with p and
any other random point on its boundary as the initial ball
for Bp . To reduce the number of iterations for each sam-
ple point, however, it is desirable to make the radius ρ0

p of
the initial ball as close as possible to the final solution ρp .
We observe that the radii of medial balls for neighboring
samples tend to be similar. Thus, after the iterations for p,
we keep track of the point p̃ �= p on the boundary of Bp .
Then, for a nearby sample point q close top, we take the
ball whose boundary contains q and p̃ as the initial solution
for Bq (see Fig. 1(c)).

To apply this idea, the vertices should be properly ordered
so that two subsequent vertices p and q are close to each
other. In our implementation, we use a kd-tree as the search
structure for NN queries [6, 20], which is easy to implement,

and has recently become available not only on the CPU but
also on the GPU [45] (see Sect. 4 for the GPU extension
of our algorithm). Thus, the input vertices are automatically
reordered while constructing the tree in depth-first order—
we keep track of the order of construction of the leaf nodes.
Because locality is well preserved in kd-trees, any two close
sample points are likely to be stored in two close leaf nodes.
This initial radius estimation strategy significantly reduces
the number of iteration steps for each sample point in prac-
tice from 6∼7 to 1.6∼2 steps on average, according to our
experiments.

4 GPU implementation

As explained in Sect. 3, our approximation algorithm is a
sequence of per-point operations—each point updates its
own approximate medial ball and there is no interference
between the sample points. Thus, we can extend our algo-
rithm to a parallel version by simply assigning a thread to
each sample point with a shared kd-tree. We implemented
the GPU version of our algorithm using NVIDIA CUDA.

This brute-force extension, however, makes the loads of
threads unbalanced. The number of iterations needed for
each sample point to converge varies from one point to an-
other. The threads assigned to the sample points with faster
convergence should wait until the slower ones are complete.
To balance the load between threads, we allow interaction
between the CPU and the GPU for every iteration round.
For every round, each thread performs an NN query in par-
allel and returns the radius of the ball to the CPU. Then,
the CPU determines whether each medial ball needs more
iterations, and invokes the GPU kernel for the next round
only for the balls that have not yet converged. The number
of threads invoked for each round diminishes monotonically
until it finally reaches zero when the process terminates.

The interaction between the CPU and the GPU imposes
an additional cost, which should be avoided if possible.
However, the load balancing between threads is the more
important factor in our case due to the large variation in
the number of iterations. The average number of iterations
among the various models was 4∼6, but the maximum
was 28. Compared with the brute-force version, which runs
solely on the GPU, we obtained a speed-up factor of about
3∼10 by allowing CPU intervention.

Zhou et al. [45] recently proposed an algorithm for k-
NN queries on the GPU based on an iterative range search
strategy. For a given initial range r and a given number k

of neighbors, they iteratively subdivide the range into m

equally-sized subintervals until the desired resolution is ob-
tained. To compute the range for each iteration, they main-
tain at histogram of size m in the shared memory, which
keeps track of the number of points in each subinterval (see
Algorithm 6 in [45] for more details).
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Fig. 3 Illustration when Bp is maximized. Bp should not completely
contain X in its interior

Our implementation is a simplified version of [45] for
k = 1, where neither the iteration nor the histogram is
needed. We simply perform a single depth-first tree traversal
while keeping track of the nearest sample point so far.

5 Guarantees

Now we show a theoretical guarantee that the output of our
algorithm converges to the true medial axis as the density of
the sample increases. Here, we adopt a sampling condition,
called an ε-sample [3].

Definition 1 ([3], page 10) The local feature size of a point
x on a given surface S is the distance from x to the closest
point of the medial axis of S, denoted by LFS(x).

Definition 2 ([3], page 10) V ⊂ S is called an ε-sample of
S if the distance between any point x ∈ S and its closest
sample point p ∈ V is at most εLFS(x) for some constant
ε > 0.

In this section, we assume that we are given an ε-sample
V of the original surface S, together with the normal vec-
tor to S at each sample point in V . Note that an ε-sample
requires S to be a smooth surface, provided that the sam-
ple V is finite. The smoothness of the surface is commonly
assumed for mathematical analysis on medial axes; for in-
stance, see also Choi et al. [10] and Wolter [42].

Let p ∈ V be any sample point, and let Mp := B(mp,γ )

be the (inner) medial ball tangent to S at p. Let Bp :=
B(cp,ρ) be the approximate (inner) medial ball at p com-
puted by our algorithm. Because our algorithm is based on
the normal vector at p, both Mp and Bp are tangent to S and
also to each other at p. Also, it is easy to see that γ ≤ ρ by
the maximality of Bp . We now show the convergence of Bp

as ε tends to zero.

Lemma 1 Let V be an ε-sample of the original surface S

for sufficiently small ε > 0, and let γ and ρ be defined as
above. Then, ρ − γ = O(ε).

Proof Let δ := ρ − γ . Let x ∈ S be a point lying on the
boundary of Mp other than p. By the ε-sample condition,
there exists a sample point y ∈ V such that the distance from
x to y is at most εLFS(x). Let X = B(x, εLFS(x)). Because
the interior of Bp is empty of V by construction, Bp cannot
completely cover X because it cannot contain the point y ∈
V ∩ X.

Let φ and l be the angle ∠pmpx and the foot of the
perpendicular from x onto the line Lp through p and cp

(also through mp), respectively (see Fig. 3). Then, by sim-
ple trigonometry, we have d(x, l) = γ sinφ and d(l, cp) =
|γ cosφ + δ|, where | · | denotes the absolute value. Because
ρ ≤ d(x, cp) + εLFS(x), we have

ρ = γ + δ ≤
√

(γ sinφ)2 + (γ cosφ + δ)2 + εLFS(x).

Rearranging the above inequality for sufficiently small ε,
we finally get

δ ≤ 1

2

εLFS(x)(2γ − εLFS(x))

γ − γ cosφ − εLFS(x)
.

Note that γ , LFS(x), and φ are constants depending only
on the given surface S. Finally, it follows that δ = O(ε). �

Lemma 1 implies that Bp converges to Mp as ε goes to
zero; thus, the limit of the set of points extracted by our al-
gorithm is a subset of the medial axis of S. Moreover, as
ε tends to zero, an ε-sample of S converges to the original
surface S. That is, the set of points extracted by our algo-
rithm covers the exact medial axis of S as ε tends to zero.
Therefore, Lemma 1 directly implies the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let ε1, ε2, . . . , εi , . . . be a sequence of positive
real numbers that converges to zero, Vi an εi -sample of the
surface S, and Ai the set of points extracted by our algo-
rithm for Vi . Then, Ai converges to the exact medial axis of
S as i tends to ∞.

We remark that Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 provide a set-
theoretical guarantee only; the sets Ai and the medial axis
are handled as subsets of the 3D space. Thus, the connec-
tivity of the extracted points Ai , or simply how to connect
them, does not directly follow from the above argument.

6 Results

The algorithm was tested on a PC equipped with Intel Core2
Q6600 2.4 GHz CPU, GeForce GTX 280 GPU, and 2 GB
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Fig. 4 Results of our algorithm for various models. For Star, the second column shows the poles and the union of polar balls for comparison

main memory. For comparison, we implemented the algo-
rithm in [2] up to the pole extraction stage as a representative
of Voronoi-based methods. We compared our algorithm with
the pole method because they each produce an approximate
medial axis point for each sample. We used CGAL to com-
pute the 3D Delaunay triangulation (http://www.cgal.org/).
Input points were randomly ordered for the incremental con-
struction of 3D Delaunay triangulation, which is known to
be fast in the average case.

We examined our algorithm for seven models with var-
ious shapes and levels of complexity. Some models, such
as Dragon, Buddha, and Lucy, are real-world objects whose
sample points are typically obtained by scanners. On the
other hand, Cube, Star, and Cactus were obtained by ap-
plying linear interpolation or subdivision method to simple
polygonal meshes and are thus uniform and noise-free.

When surface normals were not given as input data, we
applied the method proposed by Zhou et al. [45], which
is a simple extension of [25], to approximate surface nor-
mals from unorganized point clouds. The original method
by Hoppe [25] can be summarized in two steps, which are
the normal direction estimation and the orientation align-
ment. Zhou et al. parallelized the former part using the GPU
including the k-NN extraction of a given sample point, and
then applied principal component analysis to them (see Ap-
pendix B in [45]).

Figure 4 shows the rendered results of our method. Our
medial balls approximate the original models well. We show
the results of the polar balls as an example for Star but omit
the results for the other models because they are visually
indistinguishable.

The visual similarities between the poles and our results
are not so surprising. In fact, our algorithm is closely related
to the Voronoi diagram even though we do not explicitly
compute it. Note that cp , the center of the approximate me-
dial ball of a sample point p, as obtained by our algorithm,
has the property that it is equidistant to two or more sam-
ple points, one of which is p. Furthermore, no other point
in V is closer to cp than p. This implies that cp is on one
of the Voronoi faces of p. Instead of choosing a point from
the Voronoi vertices of p as in the pole method, our algo-
rithm tries to find a point in the domain of Voronoi faces of
p guided by np . They become close to each other when the
samples are sufficiently dense because the Voronoi cell of p

becomes long and skinny along the direction of np .

Running time Table 1 shows the results of our method
compared with the pole method in [2]. Our method shows
the best average performance for Cube and the worst for
Cactus (see the data in parentheses in Table 1). The devi-
ation in running time is basically due to the difference in
the complexity of the model shapes. In our case, the per-
formance degrades when the model has locally spherical or
cylindrical features because in these cases, the query point
has many candidates for the closest point. Cactus is a good
example of such a case. Note that the medial point approx-
imation time for Dragon, which has a cylindrical body and
several horn-like features, is about 50% longer than that for
Buddha, even though their numbers of vertices are almost
the same.

Our algorithm was 2∼15 times faster than the pole
method, and the GPU extension produced an additional

http://www.cgal.org/
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Table 1 The comparison results between the pole method and ours. The data in parentheses denote the average medial point extraction time for
each point

Model # of points Running Time (sec) Storage used (MB)

Pole method Ours Pole method Ours

CPU GPU Normal

computation

Dragon 400000 43.34 20.23 (0.051) 2.64 3.38 238.10 63.15

Buddha 399990 47.60 12.77 (0.032) 1.60 4.71 231.98 63.34

Horse 48485 2.78 1 .62 (0.022) 0.29 0.30 36.18 6.83

Armadillo 106289 7.22 4.20 (0.024) 0.39 0.86 65.96 14.71

Lucy 2337972 516.07 95.26 (0.041) 17.87 27.51 1292.20 370.06

Cube 3145730 603.28 36.19 (0.012) 6.50 n/a 1460.27 489.15

Cactus 632834 135.25 76.97 (0.122) 12.21 n/a 401.95 104.91

Fig. 5 Running times of the pole method and ours (CPU) with respect to the size of the input point set. The scale of each axis is fixed for
comparison between different models. The red and blue dots represent the running times of the pole method and ours, respectively
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speed-up factor of 5∼10. Note that the idea for estimating
ρ0 in Sect. 3.2 is not used in the GPU extension because
it does not significantly reduce the computation time. De-
spite the larger number of iterations, the GPU implementa-
tion was still faster than the CPU implementation. Although
the normal computation requires additional overhead, it is
still cheaper than computing the Voronoi diagram. Note that
we need not approximate the surface normals for Cube and
Star because we know their original surfaces exactly.

Although the worst-case time complexity for 3D De-
launay triangulation is O(|V |2), for points on a surface, it
shows near-linear performance in practice [11]. Our method
also has O(|V |2) worst-case time complexity because in the
worst case we may have to visit all leaf nodes for every
sample point (e.g., if the sample points are on a sphere).
However, our method shows better results in practice. Fig-
ure 5 demonstrates that both methods exhibit near-linear
growth rates. Although the performance varies depending
on the models, our method is faster than the pole method for
all cases. Note that the normals of the manually-generated
meshes such as Cube and Cactus can be directly computed
at negligible cost.

Storage Compared with our method, the pole method
needs 3∼5 times more memory due to the inherent com-
plexity of the Voronoi diagram, although it seems to have
asymptotically near-linear size in practice. Its size depends
not only on the number of input samples but also on the
model shapes. On the other hand, the only data structure
needed for our algorithm is a simple search tree whose size
depends solely on |V |. Because we do not allow the kd-tree
in our algorithm to have empty leaf nodes, the number of
input points is the same as that of the leaf nodes. Thus, to-
tal number of nodes in the tree is exactly 2|V | − 1, which
is O(|V |). Table 1 verifies the linearity of our algorithm in
space regardless of the shape of the model.

Sharp features and holes Our method can handle sur-
faces with boundary or sharp corners even though in that
case there is no theoretical guarantee of convergence, and
the implementation may require special care (in the defini-
tion/detection of boundaries and sharp features). In our ex-
periments, we approximated the surface normal for every
point regardless of whether the surface normal is defined
on the original surface. For real-world objects including
Dragon and Buddha whose original surfaces are unknown,
we applied the normal approximation method of Zhou et
al. [45] to every sample. For samples from known surfaces
such as Cube and Star, we took the weighted average of the
normals on nearby samples as the approximate normal at the
sharp corner.

The resulting balls obtained by our algorithm approxi-
mate the original models with sharp edges and holes quite

well. Sample points on sharp corners generate extremely
small balls due to the presence nearby samples (theoreti-
cally, the radius should be zero). Star and Cube in Fig. 4
shows that the balls approximate sharp edges and corners
well despite the unreliability of the normal near the sharp
features.

Sample points near holes or on boundaries may generate
protruding balls. Such protrusion is natural when there is a
true hole because the medial axis of an open surface is un-
bounded and leaks out through the holes. In fact, Armadillo
in Fig. 7 in our experiment is a flawed model with holes on
its fingertips. It contains several protruding balls on its fin-
gertips due to the absence of samples there.

7 Extensions

7.1 Noise handling

Even though our theoretical result assumes that all sample
points are on the surface S, our algorithm seems to work
quite well in practice even for data with noise. See, for ex-
ample, the results for noisy laser range scanner data like
Dragon, Buddha, and Lucy in Fig. 4. The approximate me-
dial balls computed by our algorithm seem to approximate
the original model quite well.

When the noise in samples increases, however, many er-
roneous tiny balls scattered near the object boundary are in-
troduced. To remove these spurious small balls generated by
noise, we propose a simple heuristic. We observe that the
approximate medial ball of a noisy sample tends to be small
due to its nearby sample points. Theoretically, for a smooth
surface S, the local feature size function LFS(x) for a point
x ∈ S has the Lipschitz property [1]. Thus, the radii of me-
dial balls for nearby surface sample points should tend to be
similar. Therefore, we filter out the balls that are noticeably
smaller than those of nearby samples as noise balls.

Let Mp(k) be the set of approximate medial points that
correspond to the k nearest samples from p ∈ V . The ex-
pected radius ρ̄p of Bp is

ρ̄p = max
m∈Mp(k)

α · d(p,m) cos(∠mpcp), (3)

where α is a user-defined parameter.
In fact, d(p,m) cos(∠mpcp) is simply the distance be-

tween p and the projection of m onto Lp , which is the ex-
pected radius of Bp estimated by the radius of the neighbor-
ing ball. We select the maximum value among these, which
is likely to be the most reliable one. Using (3), we finally dis-
card those Bp whose radius is smaller than our expectation
ρ̄p .
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Fig. 6 Results under Gaussian
noise

Fig. 7 The comparison results
between the union of balls for
various models before (top) and
after (bottom) simplification.
The number of balls used for
each model is specified below

Fig. 8 Color-coded difference between original and simplified models scaled from zero (blue) to the maximum value (red). For each model, the
number below indicates the maximum error with respect to the length of the bounding box diagonal. Note that high values are found mostly in
regions with large features, while small features tend to be preserved

Figure 6 shows the results of our denoising heuristic. We
added random Gaussian noise to every sample point and ap-
plied the denoising method with k = 6, α = 0.7. The surface
normals were completely recomputed after adding the noise
because the perturbation on sample points also affects them.
This simple heuristic seems to work quite well in practice to
remove many of the scattered small balls created by noise.

7.2 Simplification

The approximate medial balls computed by our algorithm
have a large amount of overlaps among them. In general,
only a small subset of them is sufficient to approximate the
shape of the object. We can save the storage by removing
balls that contribute little to the feature of the object. More-
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Fig. 9 Color-coded surface
variation (SV) and LFS for
varying values of k. Red
corresponds to high surface
variation values (or low LFS
values) and blue to low values
(or high values, respectively)

Fig. 10 Point decimation results of Lucy for various values of ε. Features like the torch, wrinkles of her skirt, and wings are preserved while the
sample size is reduced by more than ten times

over, in some applications such as shape decomposition and
object recognition, a simplified medial axis where only sig-
nificant and stable part of the medial axis is preserved can
be more useful [9, 33, 39].

We use a heuristic similar to that of [2] for detecting such
‘less contributing’ balls Bp = B(cp,ρp). The first criterion
is whether Bp can be completely covered by slightly enlarg-
ing the neighboring balls that correspond to the k nearest
samples from p. We can remove redundant balls by this cri-
terion. The second criterion is the angle between the vectors
from the sample p to two equidistant sample points from
cp . If the angle is small, the medial axis is known to be un-
stable [4]. Thus, we discard Bp if either of the following is
satisfied:

1. ∃Bq = B(cq, ρq), cq ∈ Mp(k) such that Bp ⊂ B(cq, (1 +
ξ)ρq).

2. For two equidistant sample points p and p̃ from cp ,
∠pcpp̃ ≤ ω.

ξ and ω are user-defined parameters. Figures 7 and 8 show
the comparison between the original and simplified results
for ξ = 0.1 and ω = π/20, with the difference between them

color coded. While some detailed features are lost, the sub-
set of approximate medial balls still approximates the object
quite well using only 10∼30% of the storage compared to
the original results.

7.3 LFS estimation

The local feature size LFS(x) of a point x ∈ S is the distance
from x to the closest medial axis point. If V is sufficiently
dense, the approximate medial axis points M obtained by
our algorithm can be viewed as a set of points sampled on
the medial axis of S. Thus, when M is sufficiently dense, we
can approximate LFS(p) as the distance from p ∈ V to the
closest point in M , which can easily be done by constructing
the kd-tree for M and performing the NN query for each
p ∈ V .

To approximate the LFS, however, M alone is not suf-
ficient because it approximates only the ‘inner’ part of the
medial axis. We need additional points to approximate the
outer part of the medial axis. To obtain them, for each p ∈ V ,
we perform the medial point approximation algorithm twice,
one for np and the other for −np .
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The LFS can be used as a measure of the size of a fea-
ture. Pauly et al. [31] proposed a feature extraction method
using the surface variation for point clouds. They extracted
the points with high surface variation as the candidate fea-
ture points. Instead, we can extract points with small LFSs
as candidate feature points. In Fig. 9, the points with high
surface variation and the points with small LFS are colored
red. Note that in both pictures, the sharp features tend to be
colored red.

7.4 Feature-sensitive point decimation

The ε-sampling requires dense samples in regions with
small LFS and less dense samples in regions with high LFS.
Given the LFS estimates for sample points V , we can obtain
an approximate ε-sample by decimating points in the over-
sampled regions. For each p ∈ V , we test whether the ball
B(p, εLFS(p)) contains any point q ∈ V other that p itself.
If it does, we delete p both from V and from the search. be-
cause the radii of the balls depend on LFS(p), the result is
an adaptive, feature-sensitive subset of V . Figure 10 shows
the results of the decimation for Lucy.

Our method is simpler and more efficient than the
Voronoi-based decimation method in [14] which uses the
distance to the pole as an estimate of the LFS. Our decima-
tion method requires no additional storage because we reuse
the kd-tree constructed in the previous step. Deleting p is
also a simple deletion operation from the kd-tree, while the
method in [14] requires the Voronoi diagram to be updated
every time a sample is deleted, which is quite slow.

8 Conclusion

We have proposed a method to approximate medial axis
points for a set of sample points using NN queries. Our
method is simple and easy to implement because it does not
require any complex data structure other than a search tree
for processing NN queries. Experiments show that it is also
efficient in both time and space compared with the Voronoi-
based methods while preserving visual quality. It can also
be simply extended to the GPU parallel environment which
is available in most recent PCs. We have proven that the ap-
proximate medial axis points obtained by our algorithm con-
verge to points on the true medial axis as the sampling den-
sity increases to infinity. We have also proposed a heuris-
tic to handle noisy samples. We have applied our results
to medial axis point simplification, LFS approximation and
feature-sensitive point decimation.

In general, the medial axis of 3D objects is a 2D surface,
but the output of our algorithm is a set of points near the
medial axis. Medial axis points are good for many applica-
tions, as they can be used to approximate an object by a finite

union of balls. However, if we need the medial axis surface
itself, we need a way to connect the medial axis points. Fur-
ther investigation to extend our work to obtain the medial
surface is in progress. We can obtain some hints about the
connectivity between the medial axis points when the con-
nectivity of the input model is given, as in a polygonal mesh
or subdivision surface. Although our method works well in
practice, it would be nice to have more theoretical guaran-
tees for its performance, such as bounds on its running time,
its stability in the presence of noise, and the geometric prop-
erties of the resulting set M .
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